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CV

Claire Sauvaget
Digital artist -  fine art
Lives and works in Toulouse, France.
+33 06 31 47 33 42
N° siret : 789 966 355 00016
N° Ordre MDA : S975454
Active Member of the association patch_work arts émergents
www.clairesauvaget.com

Studio :
             10 rue Gabriel Peri 31000 Toulouse France
Contact the artist if you want to visit her studio.

Oeuvres
2015-2016:- Noétomalalia (in progress2015)
 installation / sculpture 
  -Forêt Urbaine (en cours: 2014- 2016)
 installation metal, casting, plants
2015 :  - MentalMap 2D, serie of 3 digital pictures 
 - Retour, serie of 3 drawing, graphite on paper
 - J’attends ton souffle, 
 interactive video installation
2014 :  - MentalMap, installation/sculptures 
 - MentalMap, outdoor installation Soueich (fr).
 - Hors Champs, sound installation 
 with Mathilde Murat
 - Automortrait, video installation 
 - J’attends ton souffle, video.
2013:  - A.S.A.P,  transdisciplinary performance  in 
 public area, with artists of the ’association 
 patch_work, arts émergents
 - J’attends ton souffle, installation vidéo
2012 -2013 - Bureau de Tabac, video creation for the 
 theater piece compagnie with 
 Hypothèse Théâtre (FR).
2012 - Elec’sons presidentielles, Field recording
2011 - Allegresse, radio fiction 
 - Entre deux stations, sound poetry
 - Marcher sans attache, sound poetry
 - Pourquoi nous filons ? performance in 
 la Chapelle des Carmélites, Traverse Vidéo.
2009 - Do we need a ticket to travel ? 
 video installation Birmingham (RU)
2008 - Mental Map, vidéo, Entrez sans frapper.
 - Accompagne moi ce matin, 
 sound installation  

Exhibitions / broadcast
2016:  - Solo exhibition in Bagnère de Luchon 
 (FR) Summer 2016
 - Festival Zanzan 2016, MDA, Rennes (FR)
 - theater show «Bureau de Tabac» 
 La Fabrique des Arts Carcassonne, (FR)
2015 :  - Metabody-Toulouse 2015, Salle du
  CAP, via patch_work, Toulouse (FR)
 - intervention for the international colloquium  
 «Art, Ecologie et nouveaux médias», 
 Toulouse (FR)

Publications
Internet :
April 2015 (France) :
 -http://www.revueloremipsum.org/2015/
04/61-claire-sauvaget-mentalmap.html

February  2015 (France): 
 -http://www.monunivers3d.com/4276/ (FR)

February 2015 (United Kingdom): 
 -http://3dprint.com/41863/claire-sauvaget
-mental-maps/ 
 -http://thecreatorsproject.vice.com/blo-
g/3d-printed-sculptures-show-the-synesthetic-beauty-of-
the-daily-commute 
 -http://gerbongartwork.com/french-digital-
artist-claire-sauvaget-3d-prints-her-own-mental-maps/

Art Magasine 
March 2015 :
 - Underworld Issue six, article Tunnel Vision, 
 Magasine Hack circus , Sheffield, (RU)

Grants
2012 : - «Défi Jeune 2012» Haute Garonne (FR)
 -  Grant for J’attends ton souffle, 
 via patch_work, Council of Toulouse, (FR)
Residency
2015 : - «J’attends ton souffle» Studio -éOle, 
 Odyssud (FR)  and  Graph-CMI (FR) 2014 
: - Metabody-Toulouse, - avec patch_work /
  Kdanse Salle du Cap, Toulouse (FR)
 - Mixart Myrys, Toulouse, (FR)
 - Ateliers of DOJO, Axat, (FR)
2013 : - «Emergence» with patch_work
 for the performance A.S.A.P  
 In the public area Toulouse, (FR)
 - Artilect Fablab, Toulouse,  (FR)
 - Studio-éOle ( sound), Blagnac, (FR)
 - Centre Culturel Bellegarde, 
 Toulouse,  (FR)
Aout 2012 -janvier 2013 : 
 - La Fabrique (CIAM),  with the Cie 
 Hypothèse Théâtre, Toulouse, (FR) 
Aout 2012 -janvier 2013 : 

 - Futur en Seine 2015, Centre Socio-culturel 
 AVARA, Fresne (FR)
 - Fablab festival 2015, Toulouse (FR)
 - Festival Mai Numerique 2015, 
 Malves-En-Minervois, (FR). 
2014 :   - «Bureau de Tabac» – La Fabrique
 (CIAM) (31), Toulouse  (FR)
 - Metabody-Toulouse 2014, Salle du
  CAP, via patch_work, Toulouse (FR)
 - Curtas Metragens , Garagem dos 
 Oficios, Lisbonne, (PT)
 - Festival Jardins Synthetiques 
 Toulouse (FR)
 - Festival «Art en paysage» Soueich (FR)
 - Summer festival «Contre-sens»
 Carla-Bayle (FR)
 - «Bureau de Tabac»  Centre Culturel 
 Bellegarde (31) Toulouse (FR)
 - « projet échange radioactiv » 
 à Erfurt (DE)
 - « Cent Centimètre Carre II »
 Carla Bayle (FR)
2013 : - «Bureau de Tabac»– performance 
 Cave Poésie Toulouse, (FR)
 -Metabody – Toulouse Salle du Cap, 
 Toulouse, (FR).
 - «EMERGENCES» Centre Culturel 
 Bellegarde, Toulouse, (FR).
 - «Bureau de Tabac»- performance
 Théâtre de Narbonne (FR).
2012 : - «Elec’sons Présidentielles» , radio 
 Campus Paris / JetFM Nantes, (Fr)
 - «Scession d’écoute», Lieu Commun
 Contemporary Art Center, Toulouse, (FR).
2011 : - «Déambulations urbaines» radio show
 n’1, n° 3 et n°4 campusfm, Toulouse (Fr)
 - Festival du Touquet Paris plage, (Fr)
 - Festival Sonor,  Nantes, (Fr) 
 - Festival Traverse Vidéo, Toulouse, (Fr)
2009 : - MA fine Art Show, Birmingham (RU)
 Birmingham Institute  of Art and Design, 
 - Juin 2008 «les autres soirées» 
 «Entrez sans frapper», Toulouse, (Fr)
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CV suite

Claire Sauvaget
Digital artist -  fine art
Lives and works in Toulouse, France.
+33 06 31 47 33 42
N° siret : 789 966 355 00016
N° Ordre MDA : S975454
Active Member of the association patch_work arts émergents
www.clairesauvaget.com

Studio :
             10 rue Gabriel Peri 31000 Toulouse France
Contact the artist if you want to visit her studio.

Workshop/ateliers de création
2016 :  -Sound workshop with Philippe Lamy, 
 architecture college, ENSA Toulouse, (FR)  
 - MentalMap 3D, sculpture workshop  (3D print) 
 primary school via patch_work, Toulouse (FR).
 - Marche Si,gulière, sound workshop, 
 Rond Point Labruguière, via patch_work/éOle.
 -Jeux de matière sonore, school Marie-Curie, 
 school Saint Loup Toulouse via patch_work/éOle
2015 : -- «Déambulations urbaines et sonore», 
 via patch_work, et éOle au collège de Cugnaux 
 - Exploration of electro-acoustic music
 patch_work/éOle, FAM Fond Peyre, Saint Jean (FR)
 - «MentalMap Video» Pavillon Blanc, 
 Contemporary Art Center of Colomiers (FR)
 - «Photomorphéas», via patch_work 
 primary schools, Toulouse (FR)
2014  : -Sound workshop with Philippe Lamy, 
 architecture college, ENSA Toulouse, (FR) 
 - «Jeux de Matières sonore» 
 Beaupuy Kindergarten, Beaupuy, (FR)
 - «Photomorphéas», via patch_work, 
 primary schools, Toulouse, (FR)
 - «Déambulations urbaines et sonore», 
 via patch_work, primary schools, 
 Toulouse, (FR)
2013 :        - «Déambulations urbaines et sonore», 
 via patch_work, primary schools, 
 Toulouse, (FR)
 - «Ballade d’écoute», Cercle Laïque 
 Jean Chaubet, Toulouse (FR)

Experiences in the culturel area
Radio
2011 – today
 - Radio host of Deambulations 
 Urbaines, CampusFM, Toulouse (FR)
2010 :  - « L’Aire du Dire » radio documentory 
 on the artiste Pierre Jodlowski, 
 Théâtre du Capitole/ Radio Radio, 
 Toulouse, (FR)

 
Event organiser - administration
2016 : - event Implicatis Mundi (Toulouse, FR)
 patch_work, arts émergents
2013 – 2018 : - « Metabody -Toulouse », 
 european project compagny K-Danse/
 patch_work, (FR)
2012 – 2013  : - festival EMERGENCES, 
 patch_work, arts émergents 

Visitor assistant/tour guide - contemporary art
2012  - BBB Centre d’Art Contemporain, 
 Toulouse, (FR)
2010  - Artist assitant of Victor Alimpiev, 
 Gallery Espace Croix Baragnon, 
 Toulouse, (FR)
2009  - Flatpack festival à Birmingham, (RU)
2007  - Printemps de septembre, Toulouse, (FR)
2007  - Festival l’Eté Photographique de 
 Lectoure, Lectoure, (FR)

Training and education
2010  - Ma digital art, Université Toulouse II 
 Jean Jaurès, Toulouse, (FR)
2009  - Ma fine art, Birmingham Institute of 
 Art and Design - Birmingham  (RU)
2007  - BA Fine Art Université Toulouse II 
 Jean Jaurès, Toulouse, (FR)

Languages
- French : Mother tongue | English :  fluent 
Spanish : basic  | LSF (French Sign Language): basic



Claire Sauvaget’s artwork can be dark, poetic with some touch of humour. It is inspired both by her commuting experience 
and by domains such as sociology, poetry, philosophy , cinema and art. Her work questions our way of being at this period 
accelerated by the current urban life thanks to devices that include the spectator in her work.

Because she is impressed by the individualization of our society and by the rythm that the world of work imposes to the 
body and mind, she transforms daily commuting into piece of art : video and sound installations, sculptures, drawing and 
digital pictures.

How can we transform this obligatory commuting into art ?
How do the urban rythm and the architecture influence our thoughts and behaviour during the commuting experience ?

Recently, her pratice develops others issues on the human communication, language and the imagination capacities, as she 
is in touch with deaf community and learning Sign Language.
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BIOGRAPHY
Born in 1986 in Toulouse (Fracne), Claire Sauvaget paints since she was a child, in Ariege close to the Pyrenees. When she 
moved to a small village FIAC (south of France), she discovers the Contemporary Art through the festival AFIAC. 
Fascinated by these new forms of art, she decided to follow courses in Fine Art since she was 15. So, first of all, Claire 
Sauvaget was a painter (Yvon Saillard’s Lessons, Christine Buignet’s lessons in the Université Jean-Jaurès in Toulouse), 
however she changed her artictic specialization to digital art in 2008 (video and sound installation). At the same time, she 
works in different repetitives jobs (employee in fast food) that push her to struggle the violence that she lives : She turned 
her feelings of individualization , alienation and loneliness into art. She wanted to change her vision and perception of the 
urban world through art. And especially, her work focussed on the transformation of commuting time into art.

Passionnated by her artistic research, she moved to England to complete the Master in Fine Art from Birmingham Institute 
of Art and Design in 2009 (Françoise Dupré ‘s direction) followed by a Master Digital Art from l’université Toulouse Jean 
Jaures (Toulouse, France) in 2010.

Since 2008, she exhibits in France and in England, mostly during digital art festivals (Futur en Seine 2015, Paris, Mai 
Numérique 2015 Malves, France), festival Jardins Synthétiques 2014 (Toulouse, France), 20th fine art festival in Carla Bayle 
2014 (France), EMERGENCES 2013 (Toulouse, France), Festival Sonor 2012 (Nantes, France), festival Traverse Vidéo 2011 
(Toulouse, France), Mozaic Festival 2011 (Coventry, United Kingdom), etc.

From 2011 to 2014, she was radio host of «Déambulations Urbaines» a radio show on CampusFM (Toulouse, France) on 
the sound art (sound installation, radio art, soundscape, field recording, experimental music, sound poetry). In 2012, 
she became an active member of the association patch_work, arts émergents which promotes digital art in Europe, 
specifically in France. This experience underlines the importance she associates to working within a dynamic team as this 
stimulates her artistic work as well as professional networks. This experience triggered the offer of grants for her digital 
installation (Bourse Défi Jeune 2012 and council grant 2012 for J’attends ton souffle ), which involved organizing digital art 
events (Emergence 2013, Poétique des Flux 2015, Metabody-Toulouse, Implicatis Mundi 2016 in Toulouse, France), and to 
developing sound art workshop for Kindergarden, primary schools, colleges, art center and associations.

In addition to this, she works as well with performing art specialized in digital art such as Hypothèse Théâtre. 
This company works on a Fernando Pessoa text « Bureau de Tabac ».
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ARTWORK IN PROGRESS 
2015 - 2016
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Forêt Urbaine (2014-2016), drawing of the final scenography of the installation | Installation - sculpture  metal, casting, plants
Artist and director: Claire Sauvaget | Metal Sculpture : Boris Fabiano | Resin casting, sculpture and scenography : Claire Sauvaget
Partnership : Association patch_work arts émergents(Toulouse, FR), Mix’art Myrys (Toulouse,FR), Association le DOJO (Axat, FR) 
Future exhibition (negociation) : Solo exhibition Bagnere de Luchon (FR), Implicatis Mundi 2016, (Quai des Savoirs, Toulouse, FR), La demeure du Chaos (Lyon, FR), 
Chateau H ( St Julia, FR)
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Forêt Urbaine (2014-2016), drawings of details of the installation | Installation - sculpture  metal, casting, plants
Artist and director: Claire Sauvaget | Metal Sculpture : Boris Fabiano | Resin casting, sculpture and scenography : Claire Sauvaget
Partnership : Association patch_work arts émergents(Toulouse, FR), Mix’art Myrys (Toulouse,FR), Association le DOJO (Axat, FR) 
Future exhibition (negociation) : Solo exhibition Bagnere de Luchon (FR), Implicatis Mundi 2016, (Quai des Savoirs, Toulouse, FR), La demeure du Chaos (Lyon, FR), 
Chateau H ( St Julia, FR)
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Artist and director: Claire Sauvaget 
Resin casting, sculpture and scenography : :  Claire Sauvaget 
Metal Sculpture : Boris Fabiano
Administration : patch_work, arts émergents.
Trainee (student) : Noémie Ferrand-Voilquin

Artistic team

Presentation
The installation Forêt Urbaine ( Urban Forest) is composed by five handrail (metal bar) inspired by handrails from metro. On each bar, resin casting of hands of man, 
woman and children are hung. Most of the casting turns into branches (wood). Others turns into real plants like Desmonium Girans or Mimosa Pudique that move 
when you the visitor touch them. 

This installation shapes a mental picture of the artist which appears when she was travelling during metro. These installation expresses a kind of poetic and 
spectral deshumanization, and reveals her strange relationship with our contemporary urban world.

«In the subway train, in the tramway, during our daily commute, we print the place with our fleeting presence. There, an image came up in my brain : I was obser-
ving the perspective of these aligned bars and I saw as all the bodies were disappearing except those hands and arms. 
These hands, these limbs remain hung on these bars, they are floating and creating an very eery atmosphere that expresses loneliness, violence enhancing the 
impersonnal feeling that we can have during transport time. It were only bars and hands, nothing else. We are a living crowd who is travelling, a kind of shifting and 
living shape. I was observing the scene as if I was an external eye. And when I was looking closer, I saw details, jelleweries, clothes, hands of differents ages. 
Questions came : Are we united on these bars ? Are we separated ? These hands are they supporting all the architecture, or the reverse ?
On these hands separated of their body, were starting to grow plants. I could not keep this picture in my mind. I started to draw it but it was enought, I needed to 
sculpt it for an installation.»

Claire Sauvaget, October 2014, during the «Implicatis Mundi» residency in Mix’art Myrys, (Toulouse,FR) 
with the association patch_work, arts émergents.

This artwork is influenced by differents domains as cinema (David Lynch, Kubrick , Cronemberg, Aronofsky), contemporary sculpture ( David Altmejd, Thomas 
Trnoel Gauthier, Jan Fabre, Choi Xooang), l’installation (Matthew Barney, Remy Jacquier, Pascal Convert).

Artist’s commitment

References
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Noétomalalia ( drawing 1 for the frist sculpture “Commpuniquer” (to communicate [sth] to [sb] ), serie of 10 sculptures inspired by French Sign Language  2015 - 2016
Artist and director: Claire Sauvaget |  Sign Jocket : Sj Rideaf | Referents Sign Language : Sj Rideaf, Nicolas Rohr | Scanner and drawing 3D : Pierric Lequement & Claire Sauvaget | 
Co -Production : l’association patch_work (Toulouse, FR) | Partnership : L’association le DOJO, (Axat FR) 
Co -Production (negociation) : Mairie de Bagnère de Luchon, NIAXE (Germany)  | Residency (negociation) : Wow Festival (Londres, RU), NIAXE (Germany), Mix’art Myrys (FR),
Exhibitions (negociation) :  Festival Incloodu (London, RU), ZKM (Karlsruhe, Germany), Zanzan festival 2017 (FR), Rich-Mix London, Sencity London, etc
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Noétomalalia ( drawing 1 for the frist sculpture “Sourd et Muet” (Deaf and mute ), serie of 10 sculptures inspired by French Sign Language  2015 - 2016
Artist and director: Claire Sauvaget |  Sign Jocket : Sj Rideaf | Referents Sign Language : Sj Rideaf, Nicolas Rohr | Scanner and drawing 3D : Pierric Lequement & Claire Sauvaget | 
Co -Production : l’association patch_work (Toulouse, FR) | Partnership : L’association le DOJO, (Axat FR) 
Co -Production (negociation) : Mairie de Bagnère de Luchon, NIAXE (Germany)  | Residency (negociation) : Wow Festival (Londres, RU), NIAXE (Germany), Mix’art Myrys (FR),
Exhibitions (negociation) :  Festival Incloodu (London, RU), ZKM (Karlsruhe, Germany), Zanzan festival 2017 (FR), Rich-Mix London, Sencity London, etc



Artist and director : Claire Sauvaget 
Scenography of the installation :  Claire Sauvaget 
3D Scanner: Pierric Lequément 
3D Modelling: Pierric Lequement & Claire Sauvaget 
Motion Capture : Nicolas Rohr
Referants Sign Langage : Sj Rideaf, Nicolas Rohr 
Sign Jocket : Sj Rideaf
Print 3D and sculpture : Claire Sauvaget 
Administration : patch_work, arts émergents.
Trainees : Noémie Ferrand-Voilquin, Lio Samazan
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Artistic team

Projet Origin
In october 2014, Claire Sauvaget and Sj Rideaf met in Mix’art Myrys (Toulouse, FR) during the collective residency of Claire Sauvaget and the association patch_work, 
arts émergents. They exchanged some ideas although she didn’t know sign langage. After experiencing the sound installation Hors Champs of Claire Sauvaget & Ma-
thilde Murat which allows particularly to feel sound physically ( Hors Champs see page 24), Sj Rideaf explained how he perceived the sound though gestures.They ob-
served both that they did the same visual correspondances between sound, gestures and pictures. This intense exchange invites Claire Sauvaget to learn sign langage 
thanks to communicate with the large deaf community of Toulouse and the association RCO. In 2015, Claire Sauvaget and Sj Rideaf decided to work together employing 
sculptures medium to reveal the plasticity of the French Sign Langage. By that way, they stimulate exchanges between deaf and hearing persons. 

Noétomalalier : There is no translation in english. Verb created by Henri Gaillard, deaf writer in order to name the fact of communicate by sign langage. Noéto = to be 
understood,  intelligible ( from greek Noêtos) and Alalie = without word (from greek Alalia). « To express your thought by gestures, by sign langage.» 

The art project Noétomalalia will be composed by ten sculptures inspired by hand’s gestures linked to french sign langage and also imaginary shapes. Some sculpture 
are inspired by the mental representations that emerge when Claire Sauvaget is learning a sign. The choices of signs to be represented thought sculptures depends on 
the correspondances gestures-meaning,  and on their specific semantic features. Indeed, when there are correspondances between gestures and meaning, an emotion 
comes up : There is a kind of beauty in that moment that motivates Claire Sauvaget in her Signs’ choices . Other sculptures are inspired by neologisms in sign langage 
that the artictic team will create together. For instance, they will work on rhymes in sign langage and they want to create noelogisms though mixing two or three signs 
( a king of «morphing effect» between two signs). Noétomalalia will be a complete laboratory of new shapes and correspondances gestures-meaning , linked to Saus-
sure’s though, to philosophical issues on the origins of sign langage, and also this project will explore the role of the visual mental representations in the creation process.

Sj Rideaf well-known in deaf community in France as sign jockey, offers his poetic gestures. His gestures will be recorded by motion capture (video) and thanks to diffe-
rent technical methods. His hands will be moulded and casted and digitized (3D scanner). After being digitized, there will be a very refined work of 3D modelling in order 
to create new shapes. The last step is to use 3D print to create sculptures. This project is in close collaboration with deaf artists and technicians, and deaf community. 

Artist’s commitment
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References
Jules Etienne Marrey  Les chronophotographies, photographies 1887, 
Geoffrey Mann, Attracted to Light, Long Exposure series , sculptures 2005
Peter Jansen Human Motions, serie of sculptures 2008



Noétomalalia ( Screenshot for the sculpture “Communiquer”  -  “Communicate”), serie of 10 sculptures inspired by French Sign Language  2015 - 2016
Artist and director: Claire Sauvaget |  Sign Jocket : Sj Rideaf | Referents Sign Language : Sj Rideaf, Nicolas Rohr | Scanner and drawing 3D : Pierric Lequement & Claire Sauvaget | 
Co -Production : l’association patch_work (Toulouse, FR) | Partnership : L’association le DOJO, (Axat FR) 
Co -Production (negociation) : Mairie de Bagnère de Luchon, NIAXE (Germany)  | Residency (negociation) : Wow Festival (Londres, RU), NIAXE (Germany), Mix’art Myrys (FR),
Exhibitions (negociation) :  Festival Incloodu (London, RU), ZKM (Karlsruhe, Germany), Zanzan festival 2017 (FR), Rich-Mix London, Sencity London, etc
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Artwork 2008 - 2015



MentalMap (2014), Installation with 3D print sculptures (White ABS), dark light, pedestal for each sculpture.
Artist : Claire Sauvaget |  Scenography of the installation, 3D modelling, 3D print and sculpture : Claire Sauvaget
Partnership : Association Rue Des arts (FR), Metabody-Toulouse (FR), association patch_work arts émergents(FR) Fablab Artilect (FR).
Exhibitions : Exhibition «Poétique des flux», CIAM La Fabrique in Toulouse 2015 (FR), Festival Futur en Seine 2015, Paris (FR), Festival Mai Numérique 2015 in Malves-en-Minervois (FR), 
Fablab Festival 2015 in Toulouse (FR), 20ème Festival d’arts plastiques of Carla-Bayle 2014 (FR), Metabody-Toulouse 2014 (FR), Toulouse (FR)
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MentalMap (2014), Installation with 3D print sculptures (White ABS), dark light, pedestal for each sculpture.
Artist : Claire Sauvaget |  Scenography of the installation, 3D modelling, 3D print and sculpture : Claire Sauvaget
Partnership : Association Rue Des arts (FR), Metabody-Toulouse (FR), association patch_work arts émergents(FR) Fablab Artilect (FR).
Exhibitions : Exhibition «Poétique des flux», CIAM La Fabrique in Toulouse 2015 (FR), Festival Futur en Seine 2015, Paris (FR), Festival Mai Numérique 2015 in Malves-en-Minervois (FR), 
Fablab Festival 2015 in Toulouse (FR), 20ème Festival d’arts plastiques of Carla-Bayle 2014 (FR), Metabody-Toulouse 2014 (FR), Toulouse (FR)
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MentalMap (2014), Installation with 3D print sculptures (White ABS), dark light, pedestal for each sculpture.
Artist : Claire Sauvaget |  Scenography of the installation, 3D modelling, 3D print and sculpture : Claire Sauvaget
Partnership : Association Rue Des arts (FR), Metabody-Toulouse (FR), association patch_work arts émergents(FR) Fablab Artilect (FR).
Exhibitions : Exhibition «Poétique des flux», CIAM La Fabrique in Toulouse 2015 (FR), Festival Futur en Seine 2015, Paris (FR), Festival Mai Numérique 2015 in Malves-en-Minervois (FR), 
Fablab Festival 2015 in Toulouse (FR), 20ème Festival d’arts plastiques of Carla-Bayle 2014 (FR), Metabody-Toulouse 2014 (FR), Toulouse (FR)
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MentalMap (2014), Installation with 3D print sculptures (White ABS), dark light, pedestal for each sculpture.
Artist : Claire Sauvaget |  Scenography of the installation, 3D modelling, 3D print and sculpture : Claire Sauvaget
Partnership : Association Rue Des arts (FR), Metabody-Toulouse (FR), association patch_work arts émergents(FR) Fablab Artilect (FR).
Exhibitions : Exhibition «Poétique des flux», CIAM La Fabrique in Toulouse 2015 (FR), Festival Futur en Seine 2015, Paris (FR), Festival Mai Numérique 2015 in Malves-en-Minervois (FR), 
Fablab Festival 2015 in Toulouse (FR), 20ème Festival d’arts plastiques of Carla-Bayle 2014 (FR), Metabody-Toulouse 2014 (FR), Toulouse (FR)

MentalMap is an installation composed by various sculptures (3D print), sus-
pended under dark light(the number of sculptures depends on the exhibitions 
places). 
MentalMap is composed  by sculptures ( ABS white), which embody different 
commuting of the artist between 1990 until her death.  The work will be in 
progress during her entire life because a new sculpture is created when the art-
ist has a new commute (home - workplace). So, the installation has a variable 
number of sculptures. In 2016, the installation has 7 sculptures. 
After repeating the same travel, the artist sees a kind of “mental map” drawn in 
her mind : When she is moving through town, a drawing appears in her mind 
and reveals a particular approach of urban spaces. First, the drawing was in 
two dimensions , then in three dimensions. Sometimes the drawing uses 
symbols that’s refer to urban sign (logical associations), but also symbols 
which come under as a synaesthesia experience. 
These sculptures are sparkling and floating in the exhibition place like pre-
cious witnesses of every commute of the artist. They evoke machines, but also 
vessels, with their gears and their pieces interlocked, sparkling under the dark 
light. Suspended, they depict a pause in the flow of time, a crystallisation of an 
interval, specific to comuting experience. 

Synesthesia / synaethesia noun 
1. a sensation produced in one modality when a stimulus is applied to another 
modality, as when the hearing of a certain sound induces the visualization of a 
certain color.
2 ;Medicine. a secondary sensation accompanying an actual perception, as the 
perceiving of sound as a color or the sensation of being touched in a place at 
some distance from the actual place of touching. Cf. chromesthesia. — synesthet-
ic, synaesthetic, adj.
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J’attends ton souffle (2015) Interactive video Installation with double screen, steel structure with interactive handles and Infra red sensor, four speakers, computer, two video - projector.
Artist -author (sound and video editing, scenography, texts, concept): Claire Sauvaget | Programming : François Donato |Actors : Stéphanie Cezerac, Michel Roger, Mathilde Lalle, 
Guillaume Suarez Pazos | Co -Production : Grant Défi Jeune de la Haute Garonne (Toulouse, FR), Council of Toulouse (FR), the association patch_work (Toulouse, FR), Graph-CMI (Car-
cassonne, Fr) | Partnership : Centre Culturel Bellegarde (Toulouse, FR),  Collectif éOle, collectif de musique active (Blagnac, FR), Mix’art Myrys (Toulouse, FR).
Exhibitions : Emergence 2013, Toulouse (FR), Festival Mai Numérique 2015,Malves-en-Minervois (FR)



J’attends ton souffle (2015) Interactive video Installation with double screen, steel structure with interactive handles and Infra red sensor, four speakers, computer, two video - projector.
Artist -author (sound and video editing, scenography, texts, concept): Claire Sauvaget | Programming : François Donato |Actors : Stéphanie Cezerac, Michel Roger, Mathilde Lalle, Guillaume Suarez Pazos | Co -Pro-
duction : Grant Défi Jeune de la Haute Garonne (Toulouse, FR), Council of Toulouse (FR), the association patch_work (Toulouse, FR), Graph-CMI (Carcassonne, Fr) | Partnership : Centre Culturel Bellegarde (Toulouse, 
FR),  Collectif éOle, collectif de musique active (Blagnac, FR), Mix’art Myrys (Toulouse, FR).
Exhibitions : Emergence 2013, Toulouse (FR), Festival Mai Numérique 2015,Malves-en-Minervois (FR)
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J’attends ton souffle (I am waiting for your breath) is in three versions (2013, 2014 et 2015). 
In this version 2015, the installation is composed by two suspended screen, a metal 
structure, four interactive hang. The scenography is inspired by the metro carriage. 
When the spectator enters inside the installation, the four passangers in the two 
screens start to move. The spectator influence the scenario of the video artwork : The 
videos reveal what the passagers think during time commuting : they say aloud what 
they are thinking. Texts are inspired by the experience that the artist had when she 
was travelling by the subway : By poetry, and with some touches of humor, the artist 
reveals another approach of relationship and communication that emerge during 
transport time.

The video editing creates a game of Questions and Answers between the characters, 
but indeed, they are not talking to each other: Actually, they are not talking to each 
other. They say aloud what they are thinking. 

What kind of communication do we have during comuting ?
At the end of the video, the characters are finally «together» when they are singing a 
chord (the root of the chord is a mi#, that the artist calls «the note of the subway»), as 
a kind of contemporary spalmody.

Note on the interactive programming :
The interactivity has a specific meaing in the interpretation of this artwork. Claire 
Sauvaget Use the interactivity for specific purpose. The visitor is active in the artwork. 
Without action, there is no artwork. Without action of the human, there is no com-
munication between the passangers. Thanks to the human contact, thanks to the 
communication, human interactions are created, the “souffle” , the breath , words are, 
and loneliness is less important.  

Experience dans l’oeuvre interactive
STATE 1 - waiting time : When there no one inside the installation, the work reveals its 
sculptural dimension : passangers are immobiles, in a suspended time, while dust 
particules are slowly floating, sweet rolls of metro train are a soft breath.  
STATE 2 -interaction : When a visitor enters inside, the sound atmosphere changes lightly 
into a  deeper landscape. When someone take a handle, two of the passangers (one screen) 
start to move. A particular attention was paid to the passage of the immobile state to the“ 
living “ one. Indeed, body passangers are moving thanks to “a morphing effect”, which gives 
an intriguing scene.
STATE 3 - dramatic peak - : When a combination of handles is activated, the four 
passangers  are united , starting to sing together, in a specific composition. Claire 
Sauvaget names her composition “the song of the metro note” : The passangers imite 
the sound of the acceleration of the metro train, wich cross more than one octive and 
stay in a plateau on one note. They join in a chord. It’s the only moment in “J’attends 
ton souffle”  that they are united. Question is : Are we ubnited during transport time ?  
This state is rare to obtain , such as could be the utopia idea that the work depicts. 
Réinitialisation : If there is no interaction during 3minutes, the program goes to the 
first State.
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Hors Champs,  during the festival Jardins Synthétiques 2014  in the Museum Saint Raymond, Toulouse, France
Sound installation,  12 wood slab, 12 speakers, 2 amplifiers, sound card M - Audio fast track ultra, computer. Play in a loop of 26 min.
Artists (conception & composition): Mathilde Murat & Claire Sauvaget | Manufacturing : Mathilde Murat & Pierrick Lequément. | Production : The association patch_work (Toulouse, FR) 
Partnership : Collectif éOle, collective music composers - electroacoutic (Blagnac, FR), Metabody-Toulouse, Mix’art Myrys, Toulouse (FR).
Exhibition : Zanzan Festival 2016, Rennes (FR), Festival Jardins Synthetiques 2014, Toulouse (FR), Metabody-Toulouse 2014, Toulouse (FR).
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Hors Champs,  during the festival Jardins Synthétiques 2014  in the Museum Saint Raymond, Toulouse, France
Sound installation,  12 wood slab, 12 speakers, 2 amplifiers, sound card M - Audio fast track ultra, computer. Play in a loop of 26 min.
Artists (conception & composition): Mathilde Murat & Claire Sauvaget | Manufacturing : Mathilde Murat & Pierrick Lequément. | Production : The association patch_work (Toulouse, FR) 
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Hors Champs invites visitors to sit down or lay down in a sound floor : 
Composed by twelve wood slabs wherein there are hidden speakers,
this sound floor proposes a deep and immersive listening experience. 
All the wood floor is vibrating so that involves all the body. The sounds were 
recorded thanks to micro piezzo and micro contact. The two artists went to 
differents places in the town, seeking urban sounds that go across materials 
such as sewer pipe, steel, iron rails, concrete walls, sign in order to discover the 
eery universe of the town’s undergrounds.
The composition aims to create a rich imaginary on what is living here under 
our feets.
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Automortrait (2014)
Video Installation, video mapping on a bas-relief sculpted with expanded polystyrene, DVD player, vidéo - projector. Play in a loop of 2 min.
Artist : Claire Sauvaget  | Partnership : association patch_work arts émergents(fr), Association Rue des Art (FR), association le DOJO (FR)
Exhibition : Festival d’arts plastiques 2014 de Carla - Bayle (FR) 
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Automortrait (2014)
Video Installation, video mapping on a bas-relief sculpted with expanded polystyrene, DVD player, vidéo - projector. Play in a loop of 2 min.
Artist : Claire Sauvaget  | Partnership : association patch_work arts émergents(fr), Association Rue des Art (FR), association le DOJO (FR)
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Automortrait shows the strange connection between the artist and her own 
image in the mirror of the bathroom, during one of her introspective 
experience, when she lived in England in 2009. She was starring at the mirror, 
every morning before going to the university (Birmingham Institute of Art 
and Design, in Birmingham). In the same way as the repetiton of a word 
removes the meaning of the word and keeps only the sound material, starring 
at her own face causes the lost of his identity : 
We are in the experience of “automortrait” (the word Automortrait is a 
neologism in french between the words “autoportrait” (self-portrait) and 
“mort” (death) ).

This installation has to be set up in situ, in a bathroom.
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J’attends ton souffle (2014)  Video Installation, suspended screen of 400 x 150 cm , two speakers, DVD player. Play in a loop of 7min.
Artist ( video & sound) : Claire Sauvaget 
Production : Grant Défi jeune de la Haute Garonne (FR), Council of Toulouse (FR), the association patch_work (FR)
Partnership : The Collectif éOle (FR), the Centre Culturel Bellegarde (FR), Metabody-Toulouse (FR)
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J’attends ton souffle (2014)  Video Installation, suspended screen of 400 x 150 cm , two speakers, DVD player. Play in a loop of 7min.
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J’attends ton souffle (I am waiting for your breath) is in three versions (2013, 
2014 et 2015)
In this version (2014), the visitor is front of a large screen suspended, wich 
shows four passangers, side by side. 

The video editing creates a game of Questions and Answers between the four 
characters : Actually, they are not talking to each other. They say aloud what 
they are thinking. 
Texts are inspired by the experience that the artist had when she was travelling 
by the subway : By poetry, and with some touches of humor, the artist reveals 
another approach of relationship and communication that emerge during 
transport time. 

What kind of communication do we have during comuting ?
At the end of the video, the characters are finally «together» when they are 
singing a chord (the root of the chord is a mi#, that the artist calls 
«the note of the subway»), as a kind of contemporary spalmody.
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Bureau de Tabac (2012 - 2016)
Theater show-performance of the Compagny Hypothèse Théâtre, on the text Bureau de Tabac de Fernando Pessoa 
Stage direction: Valerie Moyon | Actor : Bénédicte Rossignol  | Sound creation (live) : François Donato | Video (live) : Claire Sauvaget
Co-Production : Centre d’Initiatives Artistiques de l’Université de toulouse le Mirail (CIAM) (FR) , le Conservatoire Du Grand Narbonne, Conseil Général de la Haute Garonne ( FR),
 la Mairie de Toulouse (FR) | Partnership : La Cave Poésie (Toulouse, FR), Le collectif éOle, collectif de musique active (Blagnac, FR), le Centre Culturel Bellegarde (Toulouse, FR).
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«Bureau» de Tabac» is a contemporary theater show/live performance 
(lenght : 50min) of the Company Hypothèse Théâtre on the most beautiful 
text of Fernando Pessoa «Bureau de Tabac». 

The poem is in a mundane daily reality : we are in a bedroom of a house, and 
from the window, we can see the street movement and the tabbaco store. 
Alone in this bedroom, the author went regularly back and forth between 
the window and his chair, which defines the place as a symbol of the writting 
process.
The actress (she represents the author), perched in a pedestal in the manner 
of a living sculpture, begins to move slowly in this narrow bedroom, opening 
little by little a larger space, the one of the dreams, thoughts and writting. 
The sound composition, the video and the performance invite the spectator to 
have the experience of an « awaken dream» and to live in a suspended time. 
At this point, he has the opportunity to create his own pictures and become 
the actor of his own theater.
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Elec’sons presidentielles (2012) Field recording
« This is the first participatory radio show, in unison. Radio author and 
artists anser to the open call «participa’son». A place, people, a situation 
in order to describe this specific moment of secund round of voting of 
presidential election. These sounds  rebuild a sound post card of France 
at this exact moment.»

This phonography was broadcasted the sunday 20th may 2012, on Jetfm 
and Campus Paris, and the thursday 24 may 2012 on Jetfm (FR). 
http://www.radiocampusparis.org/2012/05/carte-postale-sonore-du-6-
mai-2012-a-20h/

Marcher sans attache (2011) poésie sonore
What ‘s happening when we try to get a though which is creating and 
become distorted while we are walking ? 

«Marcher sans attache» is a sound poetry, created by claire sauvaget in 
2011. It was braodcasted on «Déambulations Urbaines», radio show on 
Campusfm 94FM at Toulouse ( France) and in Lieu Commun, centre d’art 
Contemporain with Catégorie 4, 2012. 
https://soundcloud.com/clairesauvaget/marcher-sans-attache-2011
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Entre deux stations (2011) poésie sonore
Composition for two voices
What’s happening when we try to write and describe all the 
back and forth of subway’s passangers? 

«Entre eux stations» was broadcasted for the radio show 
«Déambulations Urbaines» on CampusFM, 94fm at Toulouse in 
2011 and during the SONOR festival, Nantes, France. 
https://soundcloud.com/clairesauvaget/entre-deux-stations

Allegresse (2011) fiction sonore
A woman tries to follow an another woman under 
the influence of alcohol. 

«Allegresse» is a sound fiction for radio, created by Claire Sau-
vaget in 2011. It was broadcasted for the radio show «Déambu-
lations Urbaines» on CampusFM, 94fm at Toulouse in 2011 and 
during the SONOR festival, Nantes, France.
https://soundcloud.com/clairesauvaget/allegresse-2011

Various experimental compositions for radio (2011 - 2012) such as field recording, cut up, sound poetry
Artist: Claire Sauvaget 
Sound editing, mixing, voices, texts : Claire Sauvaget



Do we need a ticket to travel ?(2009)
Installation vidéo, lecteur DVD, Vidéo - projecteur,  système audio stéréo. Lecture en boucle de 5 min.
Artist : Claire Sauvaget | Video and sound editing : Claire Sauvaget | Sound design : Maxime Courtial | Partnership : Birmingham Institute of Art and Design, Birmingham, Angleterre (RU)
Exhibtions: Festival Mai Numérique 2015, Malves-en-Minervois (FR), 20ème Festival d’arts plastiques d’été 2014 de Carla - Bayle (FR), - Curtas Metragens , Garagem dos Oficios, Lisbonne (PT) ,
 Festival Traverse Vidéo 2011, Toulouse (FR)
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Inspired by her time commuting (from her home at Acocks Green quarter to the 
city center of Birmingham, England), Claire Sauvaget created this video installa-
tion in 2009. She was impressed by the individualization of england society and 
by the architecture produced under the government of Margaret Thatcher, so 
she transformed her daily commuting into piece of art : 

How can we transform this specific obliged commuting into art ? How do the 
urban rythm and the architecture influence our thoughts and behaviour during 
the comuting time ?
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Accompagne moi ce matin (2008 - )
Sound Installation,four speakers, sound card M audio Fast Track Ultra, computer. Play in a loop of 4min.
Artist : Claire Sauvaget
Listen on : http://www.clairesauvaget.com/accompagne-moi-ce-matin.html

The composition is inspired by soundscape of the 
commute of the artist. 
During four minutes, plunges into total darkness, 
the spectator feels as if he goes through the town by 
metro but also as if he goes deeply through the personal 
sphere of the main character. 



MentalMap (2008)
Video Installation, DVD player, TV screen ,  headphones. Play in a loop of 1,30 min.
Artist : Claire Sauvaget
With the valuable help of Université Toulouse II Jean Jaurès (FR).
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“Mental Map” (video 2008). This video shows a purple graphic on a dark back-
ground wich is drawing step by step, inspired by one of the Claire Sauvaget’s 
commuting (from her home to her workplace).

After repeating the same travel, the artist had a king of “mental map” drawn in 
her mind : At the same time she moved, a drawing appeared in her mind and 
revealed a peculiar approach of urban spaces. 
Through a poetic writting and an eery atmosphere, 
Claire Sauvaget expresses both the fast rythm of our urban lives and the loneli-
ness that it creates : This work is a distant echo of the real life. The movements 
of the body are one of the most important thing engraved in her memory, 
then few traces of sounds from subway mixed with souvenirs embrace her 
perception showing the strange connection that she has for the city. 
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Do you need more informations ??
Do you want to see all the news about Claire Sauvaget ?

www.clairesauvaget.com
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